
  
  
  
 

 
   

Climate Change: 
The Defense of CO2 

(With Witnesses)

2-22-20; Revision: 11-27-22



 
      n the Court of Public Opinion Carbon Dioxide (CO2) has already been convicted of 
being an evil villain.  CO2 — more specifically man-made CO2 — has been found guilty 
of “being the main cause of substantial, unusual, global warming.” 

But its case was appealed, and a new trial has just been ordered! 

Basically, there were two legal grounds for the appeal:  
a) the arguments against CO2 were circumstantial and/or inaccurate, and 
b) in the first go-around, CO2 was not allowed to put on an adequate legal defense. 

The new defenders have outlined their case below. You be the judge and jury: carefully 
assess the arguments and evidence presented here, and then decide whether CO2 is 
guilty as charged — or has it been framed. 

(BTW if you want some sound-bite summaries of this case, see a Physicist's View, 
and/or a Geologist's 32 Bullet Points Proving CO2’s Innocence, and/or a  
Climate Scientist’s Alarmism Rebuttal and/or a Climate Analyst’s Conclusions.) 

In this more technical version, each of the fifteen arguments defending CO2 are 
presented with citations — for a grand total of 250+ witnesses (studies and reports) 
that vigorously support our contentions. For those interested in the shorter, more 
simplified version, see this parallel document. 

1 - The prosecutor asserted that rising CO2 causes global warming. However, there is 
considerable empirical evidence (e.g. here) that elevated levels of CO2 follow global 
warming, not cause it. There is no historical or experimental evidence supporting CO2 
as a significant driver of atmospheric warming. 

Study: The Aquittal of CO2 
Study: The phase relation between atmospheric CO2 and global temperature 
Study: 500 Million Years of Unrelatedness of Atmospheric CO2 and Temperature 
Study: Rise in temperatures and CO2 follow each other closely in climate change 
Study: Atmospheric verification of anthropogenic CO2 emission trends 
Study: Comparison of Carbon Cycle Models with Observations 
Report: The Vostok Ice Core and the 14,000 Year CO2 Time Lag 
Report: Carbon Dioxide and Air Temperature: Who Leads and Who Follows? 

—> At this point we petition the Judge (you) for Summary Judgment of the case against CO2. 
If our contention in #1 is upheld, then everything else that follows is irrelevant. 

2 - A key part of the prosecutor’s case against CO2 was their claim that there is a 
“greenhouse gas theory.” Legally that is a mis-statement, as it is a “greenhouse gas 
hypothesis.” The prosecutor provided no scientific proof that this hypothesis has been 
officially elevated to the status as a scientific theory. We contend that there is significant 
evidence that the greenhouse gas hypothesis is over-simplified and inaccurate. 
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https://newswithviews.com/Berry/ed103.htm
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/332245803_28_bullet_points_prove_global_warming_by_the_sun_not_CO2_by_a_GEOLOGIST_for_a_change
http://hockeyschtick.blogspot.com/2013/06/climate-scientist-dr-murry-salby.html
http://www.climatescience.org.nz/blog/has-united-nations-misled-the-world-about-climate/Summary_FINAL3.pdf
http://wiseenergy.org/Energy/AGW/The_Defense_of_CO2.pdf
https://petesplace-peter.blogspot.com/2007/11/atmospheric-co2-levels-follow.html
http://www.rocketscientistsjournal.com/2006/10/co2_acquittal.html
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0921818112001658
http://www.co2science.org/articles/V21/sep/a13.php
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2012/07/23/new-research-in-antarctica-shows-co2-follows-temperature-by-a-few-hundred-years-at-most/
http://hockeyschtick.blogspot.com/2013/04/new-paper-demonstrates-temperature.html
https://docs.house.gov/meetings/II/II13/20190522/109519/HHRG-116-II13-20190522-SD011.pdf
http://euanmearns.com/the-vostok-ice-core-and-the-14000-year-co2-time-lag/
https://cornwallalliance.org/2012/12/carbon-dioxide-and-air-temperature-who-leads-and-who-follows/
https://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/summary+judgment
https://history.aip.org/climate/co2.htm


Study: New Insights on the Physical Nature of the Atmospheric Greenhouse Effect 
Deduced from an Empirical Planetary Temperature Model 

Study: Falsification Of The Atmospheric CO2 Greenhouse Effects Within The Frame 
Of Physics  Response to Comments about Falsification Report 

Study: Dr. Ferenc Miskolczi destroys greenhouse theory 
Study: How simple physics demolishes the Greenhouse effect 
Study: On the construction of the "Greenhouse Effect Global Warming" dogma 
Study: Spectral Measurements show the Greenhouse Theory Is Wrong 
Studies (multiple) re Adiabatic Hypothesis (an alternative perspective) 
Report: The Greenhouse Effect Fallacy 
Report: Greenhouse-warming theory doesn't appear to be physically possible 
Report: Why Greenhouse Gas Theory is Wrong: An Examination of the Theoretical Basis 
Report: The Flaw in the Anthropogenic Global Warming Hypothesis 
Report: Gravity, Not Greenhouse Gases, Provides a Warm Earth 
Report: A Young Person’s Guide to the Greenhouse Effect 
Report: Greenhouse Effect Theory – Is It A Sound Basis? 
Good short video: Greenhouse Deception 
Short video (Dr. Peter Ward): Climate scientists refuse to face the reality that greenhouse-

warming theory is mistaken 
What is the Proof for the Greenhouse Gas Theory? 
The Hidden Flaw in Greenhouse Theory 
Empirical Evidence Refutes Greenhouse Gas Theory 
Do Anti climate change scientists have any proofs of their own? Yes! 
Why Lunar Heating/Cooling Disproves the Earth's Greenhouse Theory 
Three Fatal Flaws In Greenhouse Gas Climate Science 
R.I.P. Greenhouse Gas Theory: 1980-2018 

—> At this point we again petition the Judge (you) for Summary Judgment of the case against 
CO2. If our argument in #2 is sustained, then everything else that follows is irrelevant. 

3 - If the greenhouse gas hypothesis is scientifically proven, CO2 is still a weak 
greenhouse gas. (In fact there are some scientists who contend that CO2 is so impotent 
that it should not even be considered a legitimate greenhouse gas.) 

Study by German physicists: CO2 plays only minor role for global climate 
Study by Swiss physicist: IPCC Assumptions ‘Violate Reality’…CO2 A ‘Very Weak 

Greenhouse Gas’ 
Study: The potency of carbon dioxide (CO2) as a greenhouse gas 
Study: Radiation physics constraints on global warming: CO2 increase has little effect 
Study: Experimental Proof That CO2 Does Not Cause Global Warming 
CO2 is a relatively weak greenhouse gas compared to water vapor 
What gases are greenhouse gases? 
Physicist: CO2 Retains Heat For Only 0.0001 Seconds, Warming ‘Not Possible’ 
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https://www.omicsonline.org/open-access/New-Insights-on-the-Physical-Nature-of-the-Atmospheric-Greenhouse-Effect-Deduced-from-an-Empirical-Planetary-Temperature-Model.pdf
https://www.omicsonline.org/open-access/New-Insights-on-the-Physical-Nature-of-the-Atmospheric-Greenhouse-Effect-Deduced-from-an-Empirical-Planetary-Temperature-Model.pdf
https://www.omicsonline.org/open-access/New-Insights-on-the-Physical-Nature-of-the-Atmospheric-Greenhouse-Effect-Deduced-from-an-Empirical-Planetary-Temperature-Model.pdf
http://www.worldscientific.com/doi/abs/10.1142/S021797920904984X
http://www.worldscientific.com/doi/abs/10.1142/S021797920904984X
http://www.worldscientific.com/doi/abs/10.1142/S021797920904984X
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1012.0421.pdf&embedded=true
https://kirkmyers.wordpress.com/2010/07/17/miskolczi-destroys-greenhouse-theory/
http://greenhouse.geologist-1011.net
http://www.co2web.info/ESEF3VO2.htm
http://notrickszone.com/2018/11/12/real-world-spectral-measurements-show-the-greenhouse-theory-is-wrong-all-gases-are-ghgs/
http://notrickszone.com/2017/08/10/new-engineering-textbook-asserts-the-impact-of-co2-emissions-on-climate-is-negligible/
https://www.science20.com/frank_schnell/blog/the_greenhouse_effect_fallacy-165119
https://whyclimatechanges.com/impossible/
http://objectivistindividualist.blogspot.com/2015/03/why-greenhouse-gas-theory-is-wrong.html
https://www.newclimatemodel.com/the-flaw-in-anthropogenic-global-warming-theory/
https://objectivistindividualist.blogspot.com/2017/05/mgh-not-greenhouse-gases-provides-warm.html
http://blackjay.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/YPGTGE.pdf
https://principia-scientific.org/publications/Alker-GHE-UNPCC.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=THSQqsYvL9o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RoBu_HUsh2M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RoBu_HUsh2M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RoBu_HUsh2M
https://www.sabhlokcity.com/2019/09/what-is-the-proof-for-the-greenhouse-gas-theory/
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2010/02/the_hidden_flaw_in_greenhouse.html
https://principia-scientific.org/empirical-evidence-refutes-greenhouse-gas-theory/
https://www.quora.com/Scientists-for-climate-change-have-many-proofs-Do-Anti-climate-change-scientists-have-any-proofs-of-their-own/answer/TL-Winslow
https://principia-scientific.com/?s=Lunar+heating
https://principia-scientific.org/three-fatal-flaws-greenhouse-gas-climate-science/
https://principia-scientific.org/r-i-p-greenhouse-gas-theory-1980-2018/
https://www.technocracy.news/tim-ball-the-evidence-proves-that-co2-is-not-a-greenhouse-gas/
http://notrickszone.com/2017/08/01/new-study-by-germany-physicists-concludes-we-can-expect-climate-cooling-for-next-50-years/
https://notrickszone.com/2017/07/17/swiss-physicist-concludes-ipcc-assumptions-violate-reality-co2-a-very-weak-greenhouse-gas/
https://notrickszone.com/2017/07/17/swiss-physicist-concludes-ipcc-assumptions-violate-reality-co2-a-very-weak-greenhouse-gas/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/274956207_The_potency_of_carbon_dioxide_CO2_as_a_greenhouse_gas
https://ia800503.us.archive.org/21/items/RadiationPhysicsConstraintsOnGlobalWarmingCo2IncreaseHasLittleEffect/RadiationPhysicsConstraintsOnGlobalWarmingfor-submission-plus-9.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/343997414_Experimental_Proof_that_Carbon_Dioxide_does_NOT_Cause_Global_Warming
https://www.reddit.com/r/climateskeptics/comments/egrtgg/co2_is_a_relatively_weak_greenhouse_gas_compared/
https://jancovici.com/en/climate-change/ghg-and-carbon-cycle/what-gases-are-greenhouse-gases/
https://climatechangedispatch.com/physicist-co2-heat-retention/


4 - It is inappropriate to convict CO2, when we have so little understanding about other 
well-known atmospheric climate players — e.g. clouds. These entities are likely more 
culpable than CO2 in the global warming matter, individually or in concert. 

Studies: Cloud Climatology — how little we know 
Study: Global Warming driven by changes in cloud cover, not CO2 
Study: Robust Scientific Evidence that Clouds (not CO2) Control Earth’s Climate  
Study: Cloud cover accounts for the real changes in global temperatures 
Study: Climate Models Under-estimate Cloud Cooling Effect 
Study: Clouds have large negative cooling effect on Earth's radiation budget 
Study: Evidence for climate change in the satellite cloud record 
Short video: The Cloud Mystery 
NASA Report: Water Vapor Confirmed as Major Player in Climate Change 
Report: The IPCC Disguises the Role Water Vapor Plays in Climate Change 
Report: Phytoplankton are much bigger players in CO2 levels than realized 
Study: Episodic Volcanoes Drive Long-term Climate Cycle 
Study: Natural Variability Controls CO2 Levels, Not Man 
Dust Plays a Huge Role in Climate Change 
See a collection of studies regarding particulates and climate change 
Insects produce more CO2 than all manmade sources combined 
Satellite Shows that Most CO2 Comes from Third World Rain Forests... 

5 - Also, there is considerable data that some non-atmospheric culprits (e.g the Sun) are 
much more responsible for any global warming — and have no connection to our client. 

Short video: Scenario #4 - Real Climate Science 
Peer-reviewed Study: Sun, not CO2 dictating Climate 
Study: Proof that the sun, not CO2, drives Earth's climate 
Study: Sea level will rise 3 to 5 meters by 2100 due to the sun, not CO2 
Study: Solar Wind has Twice the Global Warming Effect of El Niño 
Study: Sun's impact on climate change quantified for first time 
Study: Clear solar vs climate correlation since 2,000 years ago: CO2 irrelevant 
Study: An Updated View about Carbon Dioxide and Climate Change  
Studies: Fake Warming + A Neglected Sun = Manmade Climate Change 
Report: It's the Sun stupid – The minor significance of CO2 
Book Review: The Neglected Sun 
What controlled Earth climate for the last 2,000 years: CO2 or the Sun? YOU judge 
NASA Images Illustrate Sun as a Driver of Global Warming 

6 - Even if CO2 is scientifically proven to cause some global warming, there is 
significant evidence concluding that manmade CO2 is only a tiny part of the overall 
global CO2 generated, plus the impact of the manmade CO2 is small. 

Studies: 100 scientific papers: CO2 has minuscule effect on climate 
Study: No Experimental Evidence for Significant Anthropogenic Climate Change 
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https://isccp.giss.nasa.gov/role.html
http://joannenova.com.au/2019/11/new-study-settles-it-global-warming-and-the-pause-was-driven-by-changes-in-cloud-cover-not-co2/
https://electroverse.net/evidence-for-cloud-albedo-control-of-earths-climate/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-019-45466-8
https://www.princeton.edu/news/2018/01/10/spotty-coverage-climate-models-underestimate-cooling-effect-daily-cloud-cycle
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2011/09/20/new-peer-reviewed-paper-clouds-have-large-negative-feedback-cooling-effect-on-earths-radiation-budget/
https://www.nature.com/articles/nature18273
https://vimeo.com/ondemand/thecloudmystery/251029620
https://www.nasa.gov/topics/earth/features/vapor_warming.html
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2015/02/08/thanks-to-the-ipcc-the-public-doesnt-know-water-vapor-is-most-important-greenhouse-gas/
http://joannenova.com.au/2019/06/new-finding-phytoplankton-are-much-bigger-players-
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/02/130207115014.htm
http://hockeyschtick.blogspot.com/2013/02/new-paper-finds-natural-variability.html
https://www.csmonitor.com/Environment/2008/0403/p14s01-sten.html
https://jasperfkok.com
https://www.answers.com/Q/Do_humans_or_insects_produce_more_carbon_dioxide
http://blackjay.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/MappingCarbon.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bl4cQKKudjM
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0012825215300349
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/338556345_Synthesis_of_archaeological_astrophysical_geological_and_palaeoclimatological_data_covering_the_last_2000_years_shows_the_Sun_not_CO2_controls_global_temperature_and_portends_a_sea-level_rise_of_3_met
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/333488770_Sea_level_will_rise_3_to_5_metres_by_2100_due_to_the_sun_not_CO2_humanity_in_deep_trouble
http://rocketscientistsjournal.com/2007/07/solar_wind.html
https://phys.org/news/2017-03-sun-impact-climate-quantified.html
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/338914556_What_controlled_Earth's_climate_for_the_last_2000_years_CO2_or_the_Sun_YOU_judge_It's_easy
https://www.readcube.com/articles/10.1007/s12665-018-7438-y
http://notrickszone.com/2017/04/06/scientists-reveal-how-man-made-global-warming-is-created-via-data-
http://wattsupwiththat.com/2013/02/20/its-the-sun-stupid-the-minor-significance-of-co2/
http://bishophill.squarespace.com/blog/2013/9/30/the-neglected-sun.html
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/338914556_What_controlled_Earth_climate_for_the_last_2000_years_CO2_or_the_Sun_YOU_judge_Simple
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2013/8/prweb11025150.htm
https://www.wnd.com/2019/12/100-scientific-papers-co2-minuscule-effect-climate/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1907.00165.pdf


Study: Human CO2 has little effect on atmospheric CO2 
Study: CO2 Has Risen By 110 PPM Since 1750. The Human Contribution Is 17 PPM 
Study: The Physics Model Carbon Cycle for Human CO2 
Study: Unveils Natural Explanation For Climate Change 
Study: Why human CO2 does not change climate 
Report: Man-made CO2: 3% of 3% of 0.1% 
Report: Quantifying the Anthropogenic Contribution to to Atmospheric CO2 
Report: Politics and The Greenhouse Effect 
Manmade CO2 Does Not Cause Measurable Warming 
90 Italian Scientists Sign Petition: CO2 Impact On Climate Unjustifiably Exaggerated 
Man-made CO2 could only cause warming of 'a few tenths of a degree, if at all' 
Here is a collection of all major sources of CO2, quantified (see Figure 3) 

7 - The residence time of CO2 in the atmosphere is a critical matter, as the longer it 
stays around, the longer any purported artificial imbalance will exist. In the trial the 
prosecutor robotically — but without scientific proof — cited the IPCC position (also 
unproven) that CO2 atmospheric residence time is 100+ years. We contend that there is 
superior evidence indicating that the CO2 atmospheric residence time is more like 10 
years (or less) — an extraordinarily important difference, with major ramifications. 

36 Peer-Reviewed Studies: The CO2 Atmospheric Residence Time is 10± Years 
Study: Scrutinizing the carbon cycle and CO2 residence time in the atmosphere 

8 - The evidence also says that the CO2 global effects are basically saturated. This 
means that what (if any) harm that CO2 allegedly might have done, the worst has 
already occurred. In other words if we doubled the concentration of CO2 (which could 
take over a hundred years), that CO2’s additional effect on climate would only increase 
something like 10%. (Two relevant technical factors here are Equilibrium Climate 
Sensitivity [ECS] and Transient Climate Response [TCR]. They are explained here.) 

Study: Doubling Atmospheric CO2 Would Increase “Heating By less Than 0.01°C” 
Study: The Inconstancy of Transient Climate Response 
Study: The Impact of Recent Forcing ... on Estimates of Climate Sensitivity 
Study: Empirically-constrained climate sensitivity and the social cost of carbon 
Report: Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity 
Report: Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity (ECS) with a Doubling of CO2 
Report: Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity – A Practical Measure for Climate Change 

and a Grand Scientific Challenge 
Report: The Greenhouse Effect of Atmospheric CO2 
Report: The Effectiveness of CO2 as a Greenhouse Gas Becomes Ever More 

Marginal with Greater Concentration 
Report: Lindzen On Climate Sensitivity 
The Transient Climate Response (TCR) revisited from Observations (once more) 
CO2 Can’t Cause the Warming Alarmists Claim it Does 
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https://edberry.com/blog/climate/climate-physics/contradictions-to-ipccs-climate-change-theory/
http://notrickszone.com/2017/02/25/blockbuster-paper-finds-just-15-of-co2-growth-since-industrialization-is-due-to-human-emissions/
https://edberry.com/blog/climate/climate-physics/human-co2-has-little-effect-on-the-carbon-cycle/
http://notrickszone.com/2018/01/15/ph-d-climate-scientist-modern-warming-natural-co2-changes-affect-climate-weakly-at-most/
https://edberry.com/blog/climate/climate-co2-temp/why-human-co2-does-not-change-climate-slide-show/
https://www.shiftfrequency.com/man-made-co2-3-of-3-of-0-1/
https://retiredresearcher.wordpress.com/2011/11/03/quantifying-the-anthropogenic-contribution-to-the-global-background-level-of-atmospheric-co2/
http://ruby.fgcu.edu/courses/twimberley/EnviroPhilo/PolGreenhouse.pdf
https://greatclimatedebate.com/manmade-co2-not-causing-global-warming/
https://notrickszone.com/2019/07/04/90-leading-italian-scientists-sign-petition-co2-impact-on-climate-unjustifiably-exaggerated-catastrophic-predictions-not-realistic/
http://hockeyschtick.blogspot.com/2015/03/a-recent-seminar-presentation-by.html
https://rclutz.com/2017/05/24/not-worried-about-co2/
http://jennifermarohasy.com/2009/09/why-i-am-an-anthropogenic-global-warming-sceptic-part-3/#more-6450
https://www.heartland.org/_template-assets/documents/publications/HardeHermann%20CarbonCycle%20ResidenceTime.pdf
https://theconversation.com/explainer-what-is-climate-sensitivity-18815
https://notrickszone.com/2017/10/20/u-of-canberra-expert-doubling-atmospheric-co2-would-increase-heating-by-less-than-0-01k//climarc/RadiativeDelayInContext.pdf
https://ceres.larc.nasa.gov/documents/STM/2016-10/5thSession_Wed19Oct_Climateresponse/31_Gregory_inconstancyoftransientclimateresponse.pdf
https://journals.ametsoc.org/view/journals/clim/31/15/jcli-d-17-0667.1.xml
https://www.worldscientific.com/doi/abs/10.1142/S2010007817500063
http://clivebest.com/blog/?p=4923
https://casf.me/equilibrium-climate-sensitivity-ecs-doubling-co2/
https://mpimet.mpg.de/en/communication/focus-on/equilibrium-climate-sensitivity
https://mpimet.mpg.de/en/communication/focus-on/equilibrium-climate-sensitivity
https://mpimet.mpg.de/en/communication/focus-on/equilibrium-climate-sensitivity
https://chaamjamal.wordpress.com/2018/06/25/a-greenhouse-effect-of-atmospheric-co2/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2013/05/08/the-effectiveness-of-co2-as-a-greenhouse-gas-becomes-ever-more-marginal-with-greater-concentration/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2013/05/08/the-effectiveness-of-co2-as-a-greenhouse-gas-becomes-ever-more-marginal-with-greater-concentration/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2013/05/08/the-effectiveness-of-co2-as-a-greenhouse-gas-becomes-ever-more-marginal-with-greater-concentration/
https://www.newscats.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Lindzen_On-Climate-Sensitivity.pdf
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2016/05/11/the-transient-climate-response-tcr-revisited-from-observations-once-more/
https://co2islife.wordpress.com/2017/05/10/co2-cant-cause-the-warming-alarmists-claim-it-does/


9 - A contradictory matter with the initial trial is that while the prosecution attempted 
to claim the scientific mantle to try to give their anemic case credibility — on the other 
hand they abandoned the Scientific Method in their arguments!  Since this case is 
should be about Science (however see #15), then why wouldn’t the Scientific Method 
be front and center in the prosecution’s case? We contend that the prosecution should 
be required to adhere to real Science. (Note: On a related matter the Scientific Process 
consists of a comprehensive, objective, transparent and empirical-based assessment.) 

Study: Some Methodological Issues in Climate Science 
Report: Climate Alarmists have Abandoned the Scientific Method 
Report: The Threat to the Scientific Method 
Report: The Scientific Method and Climate Science 
Report: Science Without Method 
Report: The Scientific Method 
Report: Redefining the Scientific Method–as Climate Change Science Is Special 
Report: Alarmist Climate Researchers Abandon Scientific Method 
Report: The Flawed Methodology Behind Cost of Climate Change Studies 
Report: Climate change, the scientific method and the search for truth 
Report: Fewer than 1% of papers in Scientific Journals, follow Scientific Method 
Report: On The Scientific Method 
Report: Global Warmism and the Antiscientific Method 
US Senator Smith: Climate Change and the Scientific Method 

10-Computer models were extensively used to convict CO2 in the initial trial — yet 
they have not been demonstrated to be reliable references for a case of this magnitude 
and complexity. Further, they are provably inaccurate in this situation. As such we 
petition the court to disallow all references to any computer model conclusions. 

For full details, read this comprehensive Report, Section Three. Some sample refs: 
Slideshow: Climate Computer Models - The Good, the Bad and the Ugly 
Dr. William Happer’s short video about climate computer models 
Dr. Judith Curry: Escape from Model Land 
Dr. Ross McKitrick: Two Peer-Reviewed Studies: Models Overstate Warming 
Dr. Patrick Frank: Climate Change Computer Models are Unreliable 
Dr. David Henderson, et al: Flawed Computer Models 
Dr. Sam Furfari, et al: IPCC Climate Modeling Opens Door To ‘Fake Conclusions’ 
Dr. Mototaka Nakamura: A Climate Modeler Spills the Beans 
Dr. Patrick Michaels, et al: The Great Failure of Climate Computer Models 
Dr. Roger Pielke: It's Time to Move Beyond the Toy Models Guiding Climate Policy 

11-The prosecutor tried to bolster their weak circumstantial case by claiming that “97% 
of scientists” support their position. In other words: “almost everyone believes that our 
client is guilty.” Our rebuttals are that: a) the 97% claim is totally false, and b) what 
others believe is irrelevant, as a trial is about provable facts, not opinions. 
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https://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/science-fair/steps-of-the-scientific-method
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2873672
https://edberry.com/blog/climate/climate-politics/climate-alarmists-have-abandoned-scientific-method/
https://townhall.com/columnists/patrickmichaels/2014/07/21/the-threat-to-the-scientific-method-n1864397
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2014/01/21/the-scientific-method-and-climate-science/
http://quadrant.org.au/opinion/doomed-planet/2011/04/scientific-method/
https://edberry.com/blog/climate/climate-physics/the-scientific-method/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2011/09/03/redefining-the-scientific-method-because-climate-change-science-is-special/
https://spectator.org/alarmist-climate-researchers-aban
https://freebeacon.com/issues/flawed-methodology-behind-studies-measuring-cost-climate-change/
https://www.roanoke.com/opinion/commentary/weismantel-climate-change-the-scientific-method-and-the-search-for/article_7e62fbe8-fc24-56fc-9a9b-b72217050fac.html
http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2017/03/29/j-scott-armstrong-fraction-1-papers-scientific-journals-follow-scientific-method/
https://www.masterresource.org/advocacy-in-science/on-scientific-method-comment-on-hawkins/
https://www.ff.org/cooking-the-book/
https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/rep-lamar-smith-climate-change-and-the-scientific-method-we-should-welcome-new-research-not-resist-it
http://wiseenergy.org/Energy/AGW/AGW_Pillars_Report.pdf
http://wiseenergy.org/Energy/AGW/Computer_Models_Abbreviated.pdf
https://www.prageru.com/video/can-climate-models-predict-climate-change/
https://judithcurry.com/2019/10/29/escape-from-model-land/
https://judithcurry.com/2020/08/25/new-confirmation-that-climate-models-overstate-atmospheric-warming/
https://www.skeptic.com/reading_room/a-climate-of-belief/
https://www.hoover.org/research/flawed-climate-models
https://climatechangedispatch.com/ipcc-climate-modeling-fake-conclusions/
https://quadrant.org.au/opinion/doomed-planet/2019/09/a-climate-modeller-spills-the-beans/
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/op-eds/the-great-failure-of-the-climate-models
https://www.forbes.com/sites/rogerpielke/2019/10/07/its-time-to-move-beyond-the-toy-models-that-guide-climate-policy/#4d85740e57ad


For full details, read this comprehensive Report, Section Two. Some sample refs: 
97 Articles refuting the bogus 97% claim 
1500+ papers support an AGW skeptical position, e.g.: 2017, 2018, 2019 
Dr. John Robson: Excellent video debunking the 97% scientists AGW claims 
Dr. David Legates, et al: Climate Consensus and ‘Misinformation’…  
Dr. Judith Curry: Re-evaluating the Manufacture of the Climate Consensus 
Dr. Robert Murphy: The Bogus "Consensus" Argument on Climate Change 

12-In the original trial, CO2 was illegally slandered by the prosecution calling it a 
“pollutant.” That terminology is not only inaccurate, but it is prejudicial. CO2 is a 
necessary ingredient for life. Every person on the planet inhales and expels CO2 every 
minute of the day. CO2 is not a “pollutant” in any normal or legal understanding of the 
word. 

US Supreme Court Justice: Carbon dioxide is not a pollutant 
Swiss Climate Institute Director: Absurd To Call CO2 a Pollutant 
Report: Is Fighting Climate Change Really Fighting Pollution? 
Study: CO2 Is Not a Polutant 
Report: Is CO2 a Pollutant? 
Short video: Is CO2 a Pollutant? 
The ‘Carbon Emissions’ Deception: No, Carbon Dioxide Is Not a Pollutant 
How scientist's disputed views about pollution are shaping EPA 
Putting fossil fuel “pollution” into perspective 
How Carbon Dioxide Became a 'Pollutant' 
When does carbon dioxide become a pollutant? 

13-Even if CO2 is scientifically proven to cause some global warming, the evidence 
says that CO2 is a net benefit — so restricting it would be a net societal liability.  
(Note: climate and global temperatures have always changed and have never been static. 
So our choices are for: the planet to get warmer or the planet to get colder. It is 
demonstrably better for the planet to get warmer.) 

Peer-Reviewed Study: The Impact of Reduced CO2 Concentrations on Agriculture 
Peer-Reviewed Study: CO2 Cuts Could Impoverish the World 
Peer Reviewed Study: Positive Impact of Human CO2 Emissions 
Study: Rise in CO2 has Greened the Planet 
Report: The Many Benefits of Atmospheric CO2 Enrichment 
Report: CO2 Benefits the World 
Report: CO2, the Good News 
Report: CO2 Reduction is a Mass Murder Policy 
Physicist Freeman Dyson: The Benefits of CO2 for our Planet 
Matt Ridley: The Benefits of CO2 
Forestrypedia: The Benefits of CO2 
CO2: Health Effects, Uses and Benefits 
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http://wiseenergy.org/Energy/AGW/AGW_Pillars_Report.pdf
http://climatechangedispatch.com/97-articles-refuting-the-97-consensus/
https://notrickszone.com/2018/01/04/485-scientific-papers-published-in-2017-support-a-skeptical-position-on-climate-alarm/
https://notrickszone.com/2019/01/03/consensus-500-scientific-papers-published-in-2018-support-a-skeptical-position-on-climate-alarm/
https://www.wnd.com/2020/02/440-scientific-papers-last-year-disputed-climate-alarm/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ewJ6TI8ccAw
https://climaterealists.org.nz/sites/climaterealists.org.nz/files/Legatesetal13-Aug30-Agnotology%5B1%5D.pdf
https://judithcurry.com/2019/08/21/re-evaluating-the-manufacture-of-the-climate-consensus/
https://mises.org/wire/bogus-consensus-argument-climate-change
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2017/02/justice-alito-declares-carbon-dioxide-is-not-a-pollutant.html
http://notrickszone.com/2018/04/18/swiss-climate-institute-director-absurd-to-call-co2-pollutant-main-culprit-behind-climate-chan
https://cornwallalliance.org/2018/12/is-fighting-climate-change-really-fighting-pollution/
https://www.timesrecordnews.com/story/opinion/columnists/2017/05/05/study-finds-carbon-dioxide-not-pollutant/101322116/
https://web.archive.org/web/20200924014958/lmre.coopwebbuilder2.com/sites/lmre/files/LMREEmperorPart51%20-%20Nov%20'15%20(1).pdf
https://realclimatescience.com/2017/04/is-carbon-dioxide-a-pollutant/
https://cornwallalliance.org/2019/07/the-carbon
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/how-scientists-disputed-views-about-pollution-are-shaping-epa/ar-BBTPrAf
http://www.historic-uk.com/HistoryUK/HistoryofBritain/Great-Horse-Manure-Crisis-of-1894/
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/2009/04/18/how_carbon_dioxide_became_a_pollutant_212341.html
https://environmentalchemistry.com/yogi/environmental/200611CO2globalwarming.html
http://www.co2science.org/articles/V20/jan/a11.php
https://www.cnbc.com/2016/06/04/climate-accord-irrelevant-and-co2-cuts-could-impoverish-the-world-scientist.html
https://fcpp.org/sites/default/files/documents/Moore%20-%20Positive%20Impact%20of%20Human%20CO2%20Emissions.pdf
http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-36130346
http://co2science.org/education/book/2011/55BenefitsofCO2Pamphlet.pdf
http://www.co2coalition.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Carbon-Dioxide-Benefits-the-World-2.pdf
http://www.thegwpf.org/content/uploads/2015/10/benefits1.pdf
https://larouchepub.com/special_report/2019/2019-eir-special-report-co2-redux-is-murder.pdf
https://www.climate.news/2018-11-26-world-renowned-physicist-freeman-dyson-benefits-of-carbon-dioxide.html
http://www.rationaloptimist.com/blog/the-benefits-of-carbon-dioxide/
https://forestrypedia.com/the-benefits-of-carbon-di-oxide-co2/
https://www.normalbreathing.org/co2/


14-The warming remedies promoted by the prosecution (e.g. industrial wind energy) 
have no scientific basis as meaningful solutions. In fact there is good evidence that they 
may actually make global warming worse. This proves that either the prosecution is 
technically incompetent, or is being dishonest in their case against CO2 (see #15). 

Report: Taking the Wind Out of Climate Change 
Report: Wind Energy Does Little to Reduce CO2 Emissions 
Report: Wood Chip Plants Have 2x and 4x the CO2 of Coal and Gas Plants 
Study: Diesel cars produce less CO2 than Electric vehicles 
Study: Ethanol Produces More Global Warming Pollution Than Gasoline 
Electric vehicles emit more CO2 than diesel ones 
The Green Paradox: Why Europe’s Climate Policies Increase Global CO2 Emissions 

15-The defense contends that CO2 is a ruse for the prosecutor’s real agenda: power, 
control, world gov’t, wealth redistribution. Effectively our freedoms are at stake here. 

Climatologist: “CO2 A Scapegoat” …IPCC “A Marketing Organization” 
The hidden agenda behind 'climate change' 
The UN's Climate Agenda is So Extreme Its Own Analysts Can't Defend It 
COP 24: Climate summit language reveals hidden agenda 
Climate Movement Drops Mask and Admits Communist Agenda 
What's the Real Agenda Behind Climate-change Alarmism? 
The Political Agenda Behind the Man-Made Global Warming Movement 
Climate Change: A Perfect Storm for an End Run on Liberty 
UN’s Objective: Redistribute the world's wealth by climate policy 
The Left’s Solution to Climate Change: Human Extinction 
Study: Connections between the Paris Agreement and the 2030 Agenda 
The Real Western Civilization Emergency 
Report: The Big Picture as to what is going on 

————————————————- 

So, your Honor, that’s the basics of our case, which contends that CO2 is an innocent 
bystander that was scooped up in an illegal dragnet. To disguise their real motives the 
prosecutor has thrown a potpourri of innuendo, hearsay, speculation, pseudo-science, 
and outright fabrication against the wall, in hopes that something will stick. It has not. 

Despite this abuse of process, we have politely and scientifically refuted each and every 
so-called claim against our client, Mr. Carbon Dioxide (aka CO2). After giving our 
rebuttals careful consideration, it will be obvious that the prosecutor’s assertion that “the 
science is settled” is yet another indictment of their deceptions and/or incompetence. 

Our case is premised on legal severability: that if for whatever reason one of our 
contentions is deemed inadequate, that this decision does not affect the consideration 
or veracity of any of our remaining arguments. 
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http://wiseenergy.org/Energy/Wind_Other/Wind_&_AGW_Full.pdf
https://www.energycentral.com/c/ec/wind-energy-does-little-reduce-co2-emissions
http://www.windtaskforce.org/profiles/blogs/burning-wood-produces-extremely-small-particles-harmful-to-public
http://notrickszone.com/2018/09/19/new-study-german-mid-sized-e-cars-produce-less-co2-than-diesel-autos-but-only-after-585000-kilometers/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/business/2014/04/20/study-fuels-from-corn-waste-not-better-than-gas/7941261/
http://brusselstimes.com/business/technology/15050/electric-vehicles-emit-more-co2-than-diesel-ones,-german-study-shows
https://www.thegwpf.com/the-green-paradox-why-europes-unilateral-climate-policies-increase-global-co2-emissions/
https://notrickszone.com/2017/06/27/retired-40-year-veteran-german-climatologist-co2-a-scapegoat-ipcc-a-marketing-organization/
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/10/the_hidden_agenda_behind_climate_change.html
https://mises.org/wire/uns-climate-change-agenda-so-extreme-its-own-analysts-cant-defend-it
http://www.cfact.org/2018/12/04/cop-24-climate-summit-language-reveals-hidden-agenda/
https://pjmedia.com/zombie/2014/9/23/climate-movement-drops-mask-admits-communist-agenda/
https://www.thenewamerican.com/tech/environment/item/22841-what-s-the-real-agenda-behind-climate-change-alarmism
http://ielts-yasi.englishlab.net/political_agenda.htm
https://patriotpost.us/alexander/25733-the-lefts-real-climate-change-agenda-dot-dot-dot-2014-05-14
https://www.investors.com/politics/editorials/another-climate-alarmist-admits-real-motive-behind-warming-scare/
https://web.archive.org/web/20200305145935/https://fellowamericandaily.com/the-lefts-solution-to-climate-change-human-extinction/
https://www.sei.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/connections-between-the-paris-agreement-and-the-2030-agenda.pdf
https://www.melaniephillips.com/real-western-civilisation-emergency/
http://wiseenergy.org/Energy/US/Communist_Plan.pdf


Following your thorough cross-examination of each of our 250+ witnesses (and your 
verification of their credibility and competence), we again ask for Summary Judgment, 
as the prosecution has not only failed to prove their core claims, but have ignored 
abundant exculpatory evidence regarding our client. 

We then ask the court’s indulgence on one additional, closely-related critical matter. 
Subsequent to our client’s unlawful conviction, this same overzealous prosecutor filed 
charges (and won) against another unjustly maligned party: Mr. Fossil Fuels. 

An examination of the legal history here concludes that the prosecution used the 
unwarranted verdict in our initial trial to then convict this associate of our client. If you 
support our extensive case in defense of CO2, we appeal to the Court that they 
overturn the verdict against Mr. Fossil Fuels, and award him a new trial. Thank you. 

john droz, jr.     physicist      aaprjohn at northnet dot org 

PS — Below are some additional question that came up subsequent to the initial trial. 
We did not address them in our formal court case here, as they are not directly 
connected to the innocence of CO2: 

1 - What about the Hockey Stick graph? That has been thoroughly debunked, multiple 
times (e.g. see here, here, here, here, here and here for just a few examples). 

2 - What about the IPCC? For more information, read this exposé Report, Section One. 
3 - What about the claims of increased extreme weather events? For full details, read this 

comprehensive Report, Section Four. 
4 - What about the Sea Level Rise (SLR) issue? See here, here, here, here, here and here. 

To get a better technical understanding of the SLR issue, please study Dr. Judith 
Curry’s website (e.g. here). Also search the site for more reports. Note what she 
says: “My original motivation for assessing IPCC’s scenarios was that all of the really 
catastrophic sea level rise scenarios for the 21st century seem to depend on rather extreme 
(if not impossible) levels of CO2…” 

PPS — Misc other quality materials, that cover related aspects of the CO2 issue: 
The CO2 Derangement Syndrome – a historical overview  
Report (Dr. Roy Spencer): My Global Warming Skepticism, for Dummies 
Study: Propagation of Error and Reliability of Global Air Temperature Projections 
Study: Economic Impact of Energy Consumption Change Caused by Climate Change 
Report: Flaws In Applying Greenhouse Warming To Climate Variability 
GreenHouse Gas Endangerment? Evidence? 

For additional studies about Climate Change (and CO2), please do a search over the 
13+ years of Archives of the AWED Newsletter.   

Also check out this extensive list of reasonable books on Climate Change.
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https://wattsupwiththat.com/2010/08/30/breaking-new-paper-makes-a-hockey-sticky-wicket-of-mann-et-al-99/
https://climatechangedispatch.com/german-climatologist-unloads-ipcc/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_8xd0LCeRQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mKbDfP5DitA
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2017/03/31/delingpole-michael-mann-vs-the-truth-at-congressional-climate-hearing/
https://wmbriggs.com/post/17849/
http://wiseenergy.org/Energy/AGW/AGW_Pillars_Report.pdf
http://wiseenergy.org/Energy/AGW/AGW_Pillars_Report.pdf
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/media/ImaginarySea-LevelRise.pdf
https://www.thenewamerican.com/tech/environment/item/31472-un-ipcc-scientist-blows-whistle-on-un-climate-lies
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/331792208_The_views_of_three_sea_level_specialists_Comments_by_N-A_Morner_T_Wysmuller_A_Parker
http://www.co2science.org/articles/V22/mar/a13.php
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2018/02/04/the-fantasy-of-accelerating-sea-level-rise-just-got-hosed/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2018/03/20/noaa-straight-talk-on-sea-level-rise/
https://judithcurry.com/2019/02/08/sea-level-rise-whiplash/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2019/01/23/the-co2-derangement-syndrome-a-historical-overview/
http://www.drroyspencer.com/my-global-warming-skepticism-for-dummies/
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/feart.2019.00223/full
https://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/12/18/3575
https://www.thegwpf.org/content/uploads/2018/05/Gray-2018.pdf
https://rclutz.wordpress.com/2018/12/24/ghgs-endangerment-evidence/
https://election-integrity.info/Newsletter/Newsletters_Index.pdf
http://wiseenergy.org/Energy/AGW/Sample_AGW_Books.pdf

